Islam grew rapidly in the Malay world at the end of the 13th and early 14th centuries AD spread by the missionaries from the Arab countries, India, Iraq and China. It came along with the teaching of Sufism or tasawwuf -the esoteric dimension of Islam supported and complemented by exoteric Sharia (law) practices of Islam. Mosques became the significant landmarks for this religion. The mosque construction development since the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh) demonstrated changes. These can be used as thematic resources and theories in artistic architectural language. The mosque architectural typology has contextual values reflecting identities and models needed for the preservation of today's mosque heritage especially in epistemology and conception. The human's roles as caliphs with a Sufism psyche are the most important players in mosque construction. However, there were significant differences in the contemporary mosque typology aesthetical symbols and Islamic images compared to the ones before the 16th century; evident before the Western powers' colonisation of Malaysia. Traditionally the mosque architectural typology was without symbols, minarets or domes. It continued to fade after the colonisation period despite the deeply rooted simple Sufism approach that appeared for four hundred years before. The Melaka Tengkera Mosque built in the 18th century AD, demonstrated this simplicity with a hybrid value and characteristics of Sufism, the regional and Chinese architectural influences. This paper employed a qualitative method specifically in ethnography and phenomenology approaches supported by architectural documentation in emphasising the construction language. It analyses this mosque on the influential values of the Malay and Chinese architectural understanding and the teaching of Sufism. The simplicity reflected the influence of Sufism in the Islamic development among the Malay communities as visible in the mosque in the midst of the changes of cultural affinities.
INTRODUCTION
The term mosque also known as Bayt Allah or God's house (Baitullah) carries the notion of worship and religion and the sole owner of this house is Allah. The concept of Baitullah further validates that the Ka'bah (Haram Mosque) in Mecca and the Al-Aqsa Mosque in Jerusalem were the first global Muslim architecture endowment [1] . The Ka'bah became the qiblah tawhid (direction of the believers) of Muslims throughout the world which went on for more than 15 centuries. It has a universal concept of encompassing and transcending the whole world of life and the hereafter [2] . The consecration of the Baitullah in the form of prayers in a ritual practice of purifying oneself is the nuance of Sufism. This includes dzikir (silently repeated chants), solat (prayers), dzakat (giving alms), recitation of the Quran and tawaf (circumambulating the Baitullah). All these rituals are tied to the historical concept of Nubuwah (prophethood) such as umrah (the non-mandatory Muslim pilgrimage) and hajj (the greater Muslim pilgrimage), the fifth pillar of Islam. In referring to the architecture of Ka'bah, the philosophical values and concept of Sufism go beyond the bounds of reason and feeling. This is due to the Ka'abah privilege of containing the question of reality. The basic principle agreed upon by the scholars regarding the explanation of the fact that the reality is not or cannot be known just by looking at and assessing from the perspective related to the fundamentals. Among them are the Sufism religious experiences and the value of faith in relation to the mosque. So what needs to be looked at is the potential of the mosque in relation to its accompaniment, its special features such as its design, its function and its beneficial use in the community. The symbols and substances of the mosque are the semantics statement of the fundamentals that reveal an accepted Sufism fact [3] .
HISTORY OF MOSQUE
At the beginning of the Prophet's (pbuh) life that is, before the Hijrah year, the mosque was not a special building or a particular architectural work. According to a hadith narrated by Sahih Muslim:
Jabir Abdullah Al-Ansary reported that the Prophet had mentioned that the earth has been made sacred and pure and a mosque for me, so whenever the time of prayer comes for any one of you he should pray wherever he is.
Physically, the early building of the Masjid Nabawi (Prophet's Mosque) was a rectangular building using a mud brick construction method. The building had four walls and three covered areas. The roof was supported by columns made of date tree trunks. The first part of the roof sheltered the main space on the wall facing the qiblah. The second covered part was to protect Prophet Muhammad's (pbuh) house and his wives on the left side of the main hall. The other side of the roof was located at the front of the mosque where the Sufis (al-suffah) spent their night. The Sufis were poor but educated immigrants. They learned from the Prophet and served him (Fig. 1) .
A theory by Caetani quoted in Dickie [4] , regarding the construction of Masjid Nabawi as supported by Creswell [5] , [6] , stated that this building was not a mosque. There were various cultural and welfare works held including military training, politics and economics activities and also a room for homeless people [7] - [9] .
DEFINITION OF MOSQUE
There are some definitions and terms of the mosque that are debated by scholars [10] , among which are related to the definition of mosque in terms of syara'/shari'a (law) and urf (general). In the Qur'an, the mosque is expressed in two terms. Firstly, it refers to the Muslims place of worship corresponding to the places of worship of other religions such as church and synagogue [11] - [13] . Like the example in Bayt al-Muqadis, the holy land for the three Abrahamic religions -Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Secondly, the word bayt also shows And stay in your homes and do not go about displaying your allurements as in the former Time of Ignorance. Establish Prayer, give dzakat, and obey Allah and His Messenger. Allah only wishes to remove uncleanness from you, O members of the (Prophet's) household, and to purify you completely [14] .
This verse connotes tasawuf teaching of purifying the soul, a nuance in Sufism characterized by ahlul-bayt (people of the house). The word bayt also refers to the nest of animals (e.g.: bee nests (Ayat An-Nahl, 16:68) and spider's nest (Ayat Al-Ankabut, 29:41) and in general term (Fig. 2 ).
MOSQUE AESTHETIC
There are important aesthetic characteristics of the mosque that can influence the ethics of Sufism [15] , [16] . The known two aesthetic concepts are based on formal aesthetic and symbolic aesthetic. A formal aesthetic consists of appearance, proportion, scale, complexity, novelty and illumination aspects [15] , [17] . A formal structure of aesthetic framework according to the aesthetic related science, the objects state more objectively of their own aesthetic symbols through image communication, language and their success is determined by the audience who enjoys it [18] . Hence structuralism is related to the existing relationship between concepts or symbols relating to local culture and society [19] . The symbolic aesthetics, on the other hand, comprise the dimensions of denotative and connotative meanings. This statement is parallel to [20] in connection with the socio-semiotic concept described by [19] that connects the denotative signs such as images, functions and styles of architecture; while the connotative signs are related to local culture [20] . The semiotic theory by De Saussure [21] divided the semiotics into two parts (dichotomy) of the signifier and the signified. The marker is seen as physical form (mosque) and can be known by the form of architectural work. The sign is seen as the meaning or tasawwur (worldview) revealed through the concept, function or value contained in the work of architecture. The meanings can be seen in the components of the Melaka Tengkera Mosque. There are two distinctive categories of historical mosques in Malaysia Islamic architecture. Firstly, is a vernacular style that was believed to be formed during the early influence of Islamic religion that came to the Malay Archipelago. The second architectural style was brought by the Western influence and categorised as Classical Islamic forms. This style includes domes, arches and minarets, believed to be originated from the Moghul and Islamic Bengal [23] . This style was only first built in Southeast Asia in the nineteenth century [24] . Vernacular mosque in this region was designed without domes but instead the high pitch roof formed the most dominant feature. There are two types of vernacular mosque found in Malaysia.
The first type has a tiered pyramidal roof, sometimes referred to as the meru (mountain) roof mosque and the second type has a similar characteristic of traditional dwellings with a gabled roof. Amongst the two types the former is the earliest typology in Malaysian history. On the other hand, there are two categories of the vernacular mosque, the traditional influence and regional influence. The traditional influence usually reflects the strong influences of the Malay house but the regional influence mosque in Malaysia is similar to that of the old mosque built in many part of Indonesia [25] . This is true in the case of the Melaka Tengkera Mosque. The Melaka Tengkera Mosque architecture style had a direct influence from Java. It was brought through Sumatera during the years of Dutch occupation of Melaka when free movement of men and ideas throughout the Dutch empire were allowed. It introduced new concepts into the peninsula [26] . The Javanese style spread across the Malay Peninsula replacing the old timber wall with masonry wall, on stilts with a low perimeter stone wall, giving rise to the Melakan style.
In the 15th century AD Malay World, the Sufi institutions of pesantren (huts) by walisongo (Indonesia revered Islamic saints) were established. It is said that Maulana Malik Ibrahim was the first Sufi figure to build a cottage in Gresik, Java [27] . The Demak Grand Mosque was built by the Walisongo Sufi in 1479 [28] , but it was believed to have already gone through numerous renovations and repairs (Fig. 4 ) and understood to be the oldest mosque in Southeast Asia. The architecture of this mosque could have become the typology that influenced the mosque architecture throughout the Malay Archipelago. The mosque is placed in the centre of a walled area and surrounded by funerary garden or cemetery. 6 MELAKA TENGKERA MOSQUE The Melaka Tengkera Mosque (Fig. 5) is considered among the oldest mosques in Melaka and was built around 1728 [30] , during the Dutch colonial era. The mosque is located in the Tengkera district at ten kilometres to the northwest of old Melaka town. It was once the State Mosque of Melaka. Originally, the mosque was made of timber with the roof made of palm leaves, and pillars from belian/ulin wood (Borneon ironwood) imported from Kalimantan, Indonesia. The mosque was renovated twice in 1890 and in 1910.
This surviving traditional Malay mosque in Melaka today illustrates the architecture of the Malay world with its uniqueness in its construction technology and climatic approach; integrating with the space function and elements of the mosque architecture are vital in the mosque design [8] . The mosque main reference was from the Masjid Nabawi design in Medina [31] , [32] , that feature space function and components such building orientation to qiblat, entrance gate, wudhu (ablution) area, serambi (verandah), prayer hall, mihrab (niche area to indicate qiblat), mimbar (sermon podium), main roof design and minaret. The shape of the mosque is a square 18 x 18 metres, with small additional shapes attached to it. The mosque is divided into several areas of the main prayer hall, mihrab, serambi and the utility room. The main prayer hall is rectangular in shape, measuring 15 x 12 metres. The serambi surrounds the main prayer hall with a width of three meters throughout (Fig. 6) . The serambi, a transitional space between outside and inside, is elevated at 900 mm from the ground level with a series of steps at each entrance. The serambi and the prayer hall are at the same floor level. The floor for the prayer hall and the serambi is of 200 x 200 mm ceramic tiles.
In general, the structural system of Tengkera Mosque (Fig. 7) is a combination of post and beam and load bearing wall structures. The floor of the mosque is also raised, and rest on a brick wall base. The roof is staggered into three main sections, one on top of the other. The upper segment of the roof is set on the steepest angle among the three, at 50 degree. The middle roof section is set at a slightly increased angle of 28 degrees (Fig. 8) . The lower roof section covers the serambi area, supported using masonry walls of the prayer hall and the columnar outer perimeter. This is the shallowest of angles among the three sections of the roof, set at 19 degrees. The prayer hall is seen as a double volume space at the centre and single volume at the rest of the surrounding spaces, which had a loft on the upper part of the ceiling. The loft or attic is bordered with a series of timber balustrade railings.
During the early stage of the Dutch colonisation and their strengthening position in Melaka (1641 to 1700), the construction of religious buildings including mosques was allowed. As the Chinese were known to have superior knowledge and skill of masonry construction, their involvement was much sought after. Eventually, their traditional construction techniques and systems were adopted. This kind of assimilation was one of the common styles of Chinese roof treatment at the roof ridge observed in the roof treatment of Tengkera mosque (Fig. 9 ) seen in Chinese temple; a cut and paste technique of decoration using broken ceramic pieces. The ridge of Tengkera Mosque was decorated similar to the roof of Chinese temple [33] . This mosque was renovated in early 1910 and the responsible craftsmen who designed the ridge had added these Chinese architectural elements.
The minaret stands to the east of the main building outside of the main entrance of the mosque. It is detached from the main building (the mosque) by about three meters and is located along an axis of the mosque. A pitched roof covering a pathway to the minaret connects both buildings. The minaret of the mosque is six storeys tall and octagonal in plan (Fig. 10) .
The wudhu (ablution) pool located to the north of the mosque, was built parallel to the main building and was roofed individually (Fig. 11) . The roof is supported by a series of steel columns full of precast ornaments. The cemetery lies to the far east of the minaret rather than being adjacent to the qiblah wall. Most of the graves used timber and laterite stones which suggested that these graves could have been in existence since the early 18th century as these were the two most common materials used for grave stones during those periods [34] . These facts implied that the mosque was built as early as 1728 and it was common to have a cemetery allocated in the same compound when the construction of the mosque took place. Imam al-Ghazali in Jawahir al-Quran, supported by Sheikh Abdul Samad al-Falimbangi in the Saurus Salikin, stated that Islamic Science consists of shari'a knowledge, tariqat and haqiqat (ultimate truth) [35] . Some scholars argued that the number of roofs over the mosque building such as the Melaka Mosque symbolises levels in the teachings of tasawwuf, namely of shari'ah, tariqat (a concept for the mystical teaching and spiritual practices), haqiqat (ultimate truth) and maqrifat (the truest and highest level of knowledge); they considered such a building of Masjid Demak of having four levels, with a mustaka symbolising the nature of self-submission to Allah as the fourth level (Fig. 12) . When it comes to a strong level of belief, a man is considered a wise person for the reasons related to semantics and through suluk that is related to the divine nature [36] . Thus, shari'a is the question of fiqah (theory of Islamic law) with the essence of maqrifat while tariqat is the process of understanding of the shari'a to the understanding of haqiqat. This understanding is the value of Sufism that many learned in the science of irfan (knowledge and wisdom) or tasawuf.
7 TASAWWUR -SUFISM WORLDVIEW There are two important values to understand found in this mosque. Firstly, the intrinsic value -value contained in its beauty and secondly, the extrinsic value -value seen from the outside. For intrinsic value it can usually be perceived and understood from the heart by the recipients, while the extrinsic value can be viewed directly. It means that the value is solely from the psychological reality that must be firmly distinguished of its usefulness, because it is in the human soul (tasawuf) and not in itself. The person's value is considered to exist in an object until it is proven of its truth. The value that exists distinguishes between subjective and objective values. Beauty has a very broad dimension of interactions between human and objects (mosques), among humans and between humans and God, and within humans who interact. Disclosure of beauty in artwork is based on a particular motivation and with a particular purpose. That motivation can be the experience or the reality of changing values in society, the glory of Allah, and many others. The purpose is of course seen in terms of the value of human life, human dignity, and humanity's use in nature.
Tasawuf is in accordance with the definition of muktabar (venerated person practicing shari'ah) based on the hadith Ihsan of "worshiping as if to see Allah swt" [37] , [38] . There are differences in tasawwur related to the terms, meaning and direction related to ethics and morals because they are synonymous with the meaning of tasawuf or Sufism. Although it involves attitude, good and bad deeds, in connection with the construction of the mosque, the philosophy of tasawuf is seen as relevant in the pursuit of mardhatillah (seeking Allah's approval) as the ultimate goal. The mosque needs to place a balanced concept between materiality and spirituality [39] . The concept of tazkiyah (purification of the soul) is able to solve the problem of human development and the administration of the mosque as a whole. Ethical values that are not surficial Sufistic are relative and subjective [40] . Therefore, ethics may change according to the worldview and environment.
There are five ethical values of Sufism namely fardhu (commanded), sunnah (recommended), mubah/harus (indifferent), makruh (disapproved) and haram (forbidden) [41] . It is obligatory for Muslims to obey the command of Allah and to safeguard the purity of mind and spirit. It is forbidden to worship other than Allah and to associate Him with something else. It is recommended to do good deeds for rewards such as to make selfrealisation, to have good relationships with others, to help others and to respect for nature and other humans. Staying away from vain deeds is makruh like wasting time with unnecessary things such as seeing, hearing, saying with desires that will lead to doing forbidden acts. These values are the concern of the Sufi in training and purifying the heart.
There are two intentions (mission and vision) in relation to the philosophy of the mosque. One is to achieve the value of the worldly mission (secular) and the vision of the hereafter (sacred). World mission values relate to culture with fiqah such as in the time of Prophet Muhammad (pbuh). The value of the secular mission is to mix or separate the affairs of the hereafter from the aesthetics of the world affairs (dualism); and the value of the sacred vision is related to the knowledge of Prophethood of al-Qur'an and Hadith as well as good ethics (Fig. 13 ). In addition, there is a question of sacred ethics and secular aesthetics of the mosque in relation to the intention (mission / vision) and sincerity rather than the implementation of interactive rituals. Thus, the value of sincerity plays an important role in controlling the affairs of the heart and morality in relation to the meaning of the mosque, nature, man and Allah. The features of Islamic legacy on the history of a race should be sought not only on physical things or things that are visible and easily visible to the eyes, but to those things which are hidden from the observed view, for example the thoughts or tasawur of a race contained in the language of their lives. The study of history should also be addressed in the spiritual matter according to the Qur'an and Hadith against the soul of the community [42] , [43] . This paper aims to re-evaluate the understanding, objectives, artistic and aesthetic values of Islam in general and in the architecture of the Melaka Tengkera Mosque. The Islamic arts that have been formed and developed for centuries are facing the threat of the process of acculturation and domination of the modern-day modern art values. Evaluation was made on the understanding of Sufism according to the perspective of Islamic cosmology.
The conclusions from the discussion explain the value and the essence or the spiritual complement the mosque physical value.
CONCLUSION
It is like a body and a spirit that play a role together. Tasawuf is one of the basic things that form the physical development framework of the mosque besides knowledge and fiqah [44] . Human beings are the important actors as well as the core players of the mosque's process of building and rebuilding. Hence the relationships of ethical and aesthetic roles are seen as important because the dimensions that the humans perceive will determine their way of life on the right path [45] , as demonstrated in the combination of the fiqah and tasawwur found in the Melaka Tengkera Mosque. 
